
Sealed and Tamper-Evident
Packaging 

A Resource for organic supply chain actors 

This guide is not an exhaustive list of
packaging types but is intended as a general
resource. 

in the Strengthening organic enforcement rule
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What is NON RETAIL Packaging?
Any package or container that is used for the shipping or storage of
products and not used in the retail display or sale of the product.

Examples include:
    bulk burlap bags
    produce boxes
    55-gallon drums

What is RETAIL Packaging?
Retail packaging is any packaging intended for final sale and meant to
go home with the consumer.

Examples include:
    clamshells
    wine bottles
    Jars & Cans
    Individually wrapped product



What is SEALED, TAMPER-
EVIDENT Packaging?

The contents within the packaging are sealed in a manner where an attempt to
break the seal, access the contents, or reclose the package would be obvious. 

The SOE final rule states that “sealed, tamper-evident packaging makes organic
products less susceptible to fraud and mishandling and helps maintain organic
integrity during storage and handling by uncertified operations.”

“Sealed and tamper-evident”
does not mean impermeable
to gas and/or water.



What does this mean for YOU?

Product that is received, stored, or prepared for shipment (but not bought or
sold) by an exempt, uncertified storage facility must be in sealed and tamper-
evident packaging (retail or nonretail) and remain in the same sealed package
or container while in possession of the exempt handler.

Products purchased or sold by exempt, uncertified brokers, distributors, and
label owners must be in sealed and tamper-evident retail packaging and
remain in the same sealed package or container while in the exempt handler’s
custody. 



Sealed and Tamper-Evident NOT Sealed and Tamper-Evident

Examples of NON RETAIL Packaging
Remember: this is not an exhaustive list and is intended only for general information.

BUlk burlap bags that
are sewn shut

Produce boxes with “DO NOT
TAMPER WITH” tape placed
across box flaps

Sealed drums or totes

Burlap bags closed with
string or ties

Produce with a PLU
label in an open crate
or bin and not
individually wrapped

unsealed drums or buckets or
drums sealed in a non-tamper-
evident way (for example,
where the lid can be taken off
and on)



Sealed and Tamper-Evident NOT Sealed and Tamper-Evident

Examples of RETAIL Packaging
Remember: this is not an exhaustive list and is intended only for general information.

Clamshells with sticker closing
the clamshell

Zip-top produce bag or box with a
sealed top that must be ripped to be
opened

Produce wrapped in plastic wrap
that must be ripped off

Mesh or plastic produce bags with a
label/sticker that seals that bag or
is sewn shut

plastic containers with a fully
sealed top film that must be ripped
off to access product. 

ANy product that has a pop top,
safety ring, shrink band, or is
otherwise sealed in an individual
package.

Clamshells WIHTOUT a sticker
closing the clamshell

Zip-TOP produce bags without
a sealed top or sticket

Mesh or plastic bags that are closed
with a twist tie, string, or a know
that could be opened without
damaging the packaging or label

Egg Cartons

Produce with a PLU label
NOT wrapped in individual
packaing

Plastic container with lid
that can be opened and
resealed (without a sticker
closing the packaging)


